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AVRAHAM GILEADI the book of isaiah A new translation
keys from the book of mormon salt lake city
with interpretive keysfrom
19.95
ap 1995
1995
deseret book co 1988 xviii 250 pp
reviewed by royal skousen professor of english at brigham young university

this book is an important milestone in LDS scriptural study
for the first time a latter day saint scholar has fully recognized the

inadequacy of the outdated and archaic 1611 king james trans
lation and has produced a completely new translation of a biblical
book from an LDS point of view
As modem readers we are familiar with the king james
language of the new testament gospels but other parts
especially the prophetic books of the old testament and pauls
letters remain obtuse in part because of the rhetorical complexity
of these works but also because their language especially in an
archaic translation is so difficult to understand gileadis
Gi
goal is to
translate isaiah into modem english so that isaiah can speak
directly to us gileadi succeeds because his language is modem yet
elevated it avoids slang and modernistic expressions that would
Isaia hs message in addition
detract from the seriousness of isaiahs
isaials
gileadi has striven to achieve a consistent translation of isaiahs
Isaia hs
isaials
terminology thus allowing the reader to more readily see the
prophetic patterns in this book
As far as the isaiah text goes this book is virtually identical
Gi
to gileadis
of isaiah but there are imporleadis the apocalyptic book ofisaiah
tant differences between the two editions the first edition has only
a brief foreword five pages then launches directly into the isaiah
driy essay entitled an apocalyptic
ariy
arly
scholarly
text and concludes with a schol
key this second edition on the other hand starts with a 93 page
introduction followed by the isaiah text itself I1 myself prefer the
short foreword of the first edition simply because the real beauty
of both these editions is the isaiah translation itself and the first
edition gets the reader into isaiah much quicker
another important difference between the two editions is the
intended audience the first edition is directed towards a scholarly
and non LDS audience whereas the second is written for a general
LDS audience gileadis
Gi
rhetorical arguments in his first edition
have had some influence on conservative biblical scholarship
modem isaiah scholarship denies the single authorship of isaiah
modern
even though statistical analysis of the prefixal elements in isaiah
shows a unity 2 gileadi has taken a different tack and emphasizes
the rhetorical unity of the book of isaiah particularly its chiasmic
illustrates s
structure in hassell bullocks words Gi leadis work illustrate

leadis

leadis
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how a recent scholar has approached a topic considered by many
other scholars to be a settled issue and has offered new insights and
intriguing possibilities 3
A third difference between the two editions is the typography
it is unfortunate that the second edition of such an important book
suffers from the usual computer generated typesetting problems
found in many books today lack of ligatures and traditional old
inter character spacing in the treatment of
style numbers poor intercharacter
italic transcriptions and the general lack of typographic aesthetics
all disrupt the readers attention these deficiencies were not
present in the first edition thanks to the excellent work of tamara
and thomas K hinckley who designed and typeset the first
edition the type in the first edition is much more readable than the
awkward cutting of garamond used in the second edition 4
in the introduction to the second edition gileadi explains the
rhetorical structure of the book of isaiah for an LDS audience
Gi leadis insights are interesting but for some reason 1I found the
reading slow going the analysis in the first edition is more
spartan and for me much easier to read in particular in this
new edition 1I found the sample verse by verse commentary on
of Gi leadis
gileadis
chapter 28 of isaiah unnecessary this is not a criticism ofgileadis
analysis of chapter 28 but simply my own predilection for reading
the actual text rather than an expansionary and paraphrastic
commentary the real reason Gi leadis book succeeds is the
translation itself isaiah can finally be understood without the use
of an extensive commentary
gileadis
Gi
main goal is to achieve a meaningful text his basic
text is the traditional masoretic text MT of isaiah but he also uses
a
quaran isaiah IQ
the septuagint LXX and the qumran
Isa
iqisa
lqisa
liisa in order to
clear up difficult passages in the masoretic text he also considers
mormon
monnon
non
some alternatives from the isaiah passages in the book of mon
conflated
conf lates readings from the
as in the following example which conflates
masoretic text and the septuagint

leadis

isaiah 216 king james version from the masoretic text
and upon all the ships of tarshish and upon all pleasant pictures
isaiah 216 septuagint
and upon every ship of the sea and upon every display of fine ships 5
2 nephi 1216 conflated
and upon all the ships of the sea and upon all the ships of tarshish
and upon all pleasant pictures
isaiah 216 Gi leadis version also conflated
seac
against all vessels at seac
ships1 and pleasure craft
both merchant shipsd

so LXX not in MT
dig
shish
of tarshish
46 hebrew ships offan
offarshish
offar

c 16
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gileadi also amends
emends the text in places where the original
makes little sense some of his emendations are based on plausible
transcriptional errors in the original consonantal text of isaiah
others are based on alternatives to the traditional masoretic assignment of vowels to the consonantal text
in order to make more sense out of the text gileadi sometimes transposes the order of words phrases lines and verses
the main motivation for each transposition is it would appear
to make sense out of a passage but unlike the consonant and
vowel emendations there often seems to be little independent
motivation for reordering one particularly interesting transposition occurs in isaiah 539 here gileadi transposes phrases
apparently in order to increase the parallels with jesus death
and burial
isaiah 539 king james version from the masoretic text

and he made his grave with the wicked and with the rich in his death
isaiah 539 Gi leadis version
he was appointed among the wicked in death
among the rich was his burial

b

9 terms transposed appear reversed in text compare 1420 and the lack of
a burial for the wicked and violent tyrant
aa
a9
9

bba
9

in each instance gileadi warns us when he does emend or transpose
the text and he gives reasons for his conjectures
there are a few in felicities in Gileadis poetic translation
sometimes he produces nonparallel english that is hard to read
you may take courage in one another
but shall be in fear
you may arm yourselves
but shall be terrorized

89

many will stumble into them
and when they fall shall be broken
and when they become ensnared
shall be taken captive 815
A suckling infant will play near the adders den
and the toddler reach his hand
over the vipers nest 118

in a few places gileadi uses obscure or archaic words italics
added
ever trust in the lord
for the lord yah is an everlasting rock 264
thus says the lord your maker
who formed you from the womb and succored you

442
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A few of his words suggest a modem interpretation italics added
it shall ignite the jungle forests
and they shall billow upward
in mushrooming clouds of smoke 918 atomic bombs
what will you do in the day of reckoning
when the holocaust overtakes you from afar 103
11
lik
iia
II
the jewish holocaust during world war 111
ii1
therefore though you plant choice crops
and sow hybrid seed
1710 modem genetics
like tornadoes sweeping through the south
1 1
they come from the steppes a land of terror 2211
the steppes of russia
high rises and panoramic resorts
shall become haunts for ever after 3213 modem architecture
to them I1 will give a handclasp and a name within the walls of my
house 565 temple rites

Gi
despite these few interpretative translations gileadis
leadis trans-

lation contains many marvelous expressions
if you are willing and obey
you shall eat the good of the land
but if you are unwilling and disobey

1119
19 20
you shall be eaten by the sword ilg
woe to those drawn to sin by vain attachments
hitched to transgression like a trailer 518

for the godless utter blasphemy
their heart ponders impiety
how to practice hypocrisy and preach
perverse things concerning the lord
leaving the hungry soul empty
depriving the thirsty soul of drink 326

in all gileadi has produced a wonderful translation when 1I sit
down to read isaiah 1I choose gileadi
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wish to thank jonathan skousen for these insights on the typography
this english translation of the original greek is taken from the septuagint version of the
testament with an english translation london samuel bagster and sons 1879
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